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a b s t r a c t
It has been a long-standing open problem to determine the exact randomized
competitiveness of the 2-server problem, that is, the minimum competitiveness of any
randomized online algorithm for the 2-server problem. For deterministic algorithms the
best competitive ratio that can be obtained is 2 and no randomized algorithm is known
that improves this ratio for general spaces. For the line, Bartal et al. (1998) [2] give a 15578
competitive algorithm, but their algorithm is specific to the geometry of the line.
We consider here the 2-server problem over Cross Polytope Spaces M24. We obtain
an algorithm with competitive ratio of 1912 , and show that this ratio is best possible.
This algorithm gives the second non-trivial example of metric spaces with better than
2-competitive ratio.
The algorithm uses a design technique called the knowledge state technique — a
method not specific toM24.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Background
In the k-server problem, there are k mobile identical servers in a metric space M. At any time, a point r ∈ M can be
requested, and must be served by moving one of the k servers to the point r . The cost of that service is defined to be the
distance the server is moved; for a sequence of requests the goal is to serve the requests at small cost. An online algorithm
for the server problem decides, at each request, which server to move, but does not know the sequence of future requests.
We analyze an online algorithm for the server problem in terms of its competitive ratio, which essentially gives the ratio of its
cost over the cost of an optimal (offline) algorithm which has knowledge of the entire request sequence before making any
decisions. More precisely, we say that an online algorithm A for the server problem is C-competitive, if there is a constant
K , such that, given any request sequence ϱ, costA(ϱ) ≤ C · costopt(ϱ) + K . For a randomized online algorithm, we state
competitiveness in terms of expected cost. The competitive ratio ofA is the smallest C for whichA is C-competitive.
The server problem was first proposed by Manasse et al. [15] and the problem has been studied widely since then. They
also introduced the now well-known k-server conjecture, which states that, for each k, there exists an online algorithm for
k servers which is k-competitive in any metric space. The conjecture was immediately proved true for k = 2, but for larger
k remains open except in special cases, including lines [8], trees [10], and spaces with at most k+ 2 points [12]. Even some
simple-looking special cases have not been settled, for example the 3-server problem in the circle and in the Euclidean
plane [8,10,13]. In general, the best currently known upper bound is 2k− 1, given by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [13].
Thus there is a rich literature for deterministic online algorithms for this problem.
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Fig. 1. The classM24 and its relation to uniform and hamming metric spaces.
Randomization is a powerful technique to obtain competitive results for many online problems [7]. Yet, very little is
known for randomized algorithms for the k-server problem. It seems to be quite hard to determine the exact randomized
competitiveness of the k-server problem, that is, the minimum competitiveness of any randomized online algorithm for the
server problem. Even in the case k = 2 it is not known whether its competitiveness is lower than 2, the known value of the
deterministic competitiveness. This is surprising and it is quite intuitive that a ‘‘better than 2-competitive’’ algorithm should
exist. In fact, 1+ e− 12 ≈ 1.6065, is the greatest lower bound with a published proof (see [11]) on the competitiveness of any
randomized online algorithm.1 There has been some progress for special cases. The randomized competitiveness is known
to be 32 for all uniform spaces and is also known for three-point spaces [14]. Bartal et al. have given the first randomized
algorithm for the 2-server problem whose competitiveness is less than 2 on an infinite metric space which is not uniform.
They have described a randomized algorithm for the line whose competitiveness is 15578 ≈ 1.987, see [2].
Our contribution. In this paper we give a randomized online algorithm for the 2-server problem in Cross Polytope Spaces
with optimal competitive ratio of 1912 . Cross Polytope Spaces, denoted byM24, consist of all metric spaces such that
• all distances are 1 or 2,
• d(x, y)+ d(y, z)+ d(z, x) ≤ 4.
By an abuse of terminologywewill sometimes simply say ‘‘themetric spaceM2,4’’ to denote this class ofmetric spaces. Cross
Polytope Spaces have been studied extensively as early as the 19th century by Schläfli [16]. Fig. 1 summarizes Schläfli’swork:
The vertices of a regular polytope form a metric space, where the distance between two vertices is the shortest length of a
path of edges connected them. There are three regular classes of polytopes; in each class, there is one regular polytope in
each dimension. The class of regular simplices, which includes the triangle and the tetrahedron, corresponds to the class of
uniform metric spaces. The class of hypercubes corresponds to the class of Hamming metric spaces. The remaining class is
the class of cross polytopes, which includes the octahedron, and corresponds to the classM24 of metric spaces introduced
in this paper.
In terms of the server problem,M24 generalizes uniform spaces and thus paging. It is also useful to gain insight into the
2-server problem over more general spaces. Our technique can, in principle, be used to design algorithms for spacesMℓk,
ℓ ≤ k2 , where distances are 1, . . . , ℓ and the perimeter of every triangle is at most k.
Our algorithm is not derived in an ad hoc way, instead it is constructed by using a design technique called the knowledge
state technique. It is worth mentioning that it would be hard to come up with the actual behavioral algorithm, which we call
the wireframe algorithm, if one were not to use this technique. Yet the algorithm can be easily implemented and uses little
memory, though the derivation and the proof of competitiveness is only via the technique.
In the next sectionwe briefly describe the knowledge state technique, and then give a knowledge state description of the
algorithm together with a proof of competitiveness. This description is in what is called the mixed model of computation
— a generalization of a distributional description of a randomized online algorithm. As mentioned, the technique makes it
easier to contrive the 1912 -competitive algorithm. In this form however, the algorithm would be hard to implement as it is
not described in the usual behavioral way. Thus in Section 3 we translate this description into the behavioral (and easily
implementable) wireframe algorithm. We are also able to show that our algorithm has a competitive ratio, which is best
1 A lower bound very slightly larger than 1+ e− 12 is also given in [11], but without proof.
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Fig. 2. A step of a distributional algorithm.
possible; we show the lower bound in Section 4. We mention that our algorithm was found by trial-and-error hand and
computer computation. In Section 5 we briefly describe that process.
2. Knowledge states
We remind the reader that many randomized algorithms are given in distributional form, including a number of well-
known paging algorithms, e.g. [1,3]. For the 2-server problem, such an algorithm is essentially a state transition diagram,
where each state is a probabilistic distribution of configurations (each configuration is a set of two points in the space — the
locations of the servers); a transition from one state to the next state is a deterministic transition to a new distribution. Fig. 2
illustrates such a step. Here the algorithm has both servers initially at configuration (x, z). Serving request r , the algorithm
transitions to a distribution with mass 12 at (r, x) and mass
1
2 at (r, z). Unfortunately the number of configurations in each
state (and hence the number of states) can increase arbitrarily.
A technique used to avoid this is forgiveness, which is central to the paging algorithm of Achlioptas et al. [1]. With
forgiveness the step in Fig. 2 chooses a state with only one configuration. Such a step is competitive if the algorithm has
gained enough competitive advantage in previous steps. But another way is to allow non-deterministic transitions. The
reader might preview Fig. 4: To avoid a four-configuration state the algorithm instead uses randomization to go to one of
three states of three or two configurations. We note that we have a great degree of freedom in designing our state transition
diagram. As it turns out, our algorithm needs only eight states to achieve the optimal competitive ratio.
Wedescribe our algorithmand the lower bound result in terms of knowledge states.Wedescribe knowledge states briefly
in this section and refer the reader to [6] for a more detailed description of this concept. (An earlier conference version of [6]
appeared in [5].) The concept incorporates non-deterministic transitions as well as estimates on the offline cost.
As mentioned above, we use a variation of the distribution model to describe our randomized algorithm. That is, at each
step the state of the algorithm is described by a probability distribution on the set of all possible configurations at that
step. The distribution model is equivalent to the behavioral model for randomized online algorithms against an oblivious
adversary; see, for example, [7]. In the standard distribution model, the algorithm deterministically chooses a distribution
at each step, but in this paper we allow the algorithm to use randomization to choose the distribution. We call such a step
a Las Vegas Step; the reader might preview Fig. 4. This variation, called the mixed model of randomized algorithms, is a
generalization of both the behavioral model and the distributional model.
LetX denote the set of all configurations. (Naturally, for the 2-server problem, a configuration is simply a 2-tuple (a, b)
of points in the metric space, which describes the location of two servers.) We say that a function ω : X→ R is 1-Lipschitz
if ω(v) ≤ ω(u) + d(u, v) for all u, v ∈ X. (For more background, see [9].) An estimator is a non-negative 1-Lipschitz
function X → R. If S ⊆ X, we say that S supports an estimator ω if, for any v ∈ X there exists some u ∈ S such that
ω(v) = ω(u) + d(u, v). If ω is supported by a finite set, then there is a unique minimal set S which supports ω, which we
call the estimator support of ω. We call the cardinality of the support the order of the estimator. We say that an estimator ω
has zero minimum if minu∈X ω(u) = 0.2
A knowledge state algorithm [4,6,5] is a mixed online algorithm that computes an estimator at each step. The estimators
used throughout this paper will have very low order, i.e. the estimator can be described by giving values on very few
configurations. Furthermore, distributions of a knowledge state algorithm are only concentrated on the estimator support,
i.e. they are zero on all configurations other than the configurations in the estimator support.
More formally, ifA is a knowledge state algorithm, then:
1. At any given step, A keeps track of a pair (ω, π), where π is a finite distribution onX, and ω : X → R is the current
estimator. The distribution is positive only on configurations which are in the support of the estimator ω. We call that
pair the current knowledge state.
2. If S = (ω, π) is the knowledge state and the next request is r , thenA uses randomization to pick a new knowledge state
S ′ = (ω′, π ′).
Wenowdescribe Property 1 for our specific situation. Thus, letM be ametric space in the classM24.Wewill call a finite set
of points T ⊆ M a constellation. To define the knowledge states for our algorithm,we only need a total of eight constellations,
where each constellation has no more than four points. Each constellation is used to define a knowledge state of order no
2 We remind the reader of the concept of a work function. Work functions are estimator functions. For example, work functions were used by Lund
and Reingold [14] to describe an opt-graph, which describes all possible moves of an optimal adversary. In short, work functions provide information
about the optimal cost of serving the past request sequence. For a request sequence ϱ, by ωϱ(u), we denote the minimum cost of serving ϱ and ending in
configuration u.
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Fig. 3. The knowledge states. In the ovals the first number is a distribution value and the second number is a estimator value. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. One move of the knowledge state algorithm.
more than 3. In fact, forM24 it will suffice to consider a very small and simple class of knowledge states: these knowledge
states are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, a line between two points of T indicates a distance of 1 between the two points, and the
absence of a line means that the points are 2 apart. Note that for any point there can be at most one point a distance 2. For
any point x ∈ T , we denote the antipodal point (i.e. the point a distance of 2 away) in T by x¯. The ovals encircling two points
are the support configurations of the estimators and distributions; the red numbers (the numbers to the left in the pairs of
numbers) give the values of the distribution and the black numbers (the numbers to the right in the pairs of numbers) give
the value on the support of the estimator. We refer to these knowledge states as Axz, Bxyz, Cz,Dxyz, Exz, Fxz,Gxz and Hxz . Note
that for each case the indices are sufficient to identify the corresponding underlying constellation.Whenwe only refer to the
configurations we will use the same notation except we will use lower case letters; thus the constellations are referred to
as axz, bxyz, cz, dxyz, exz, fxz, gxz and hxz . We finally note that the numbers in the boxes denote a potential, which is used later.
We now turn to Property 2 and describe how, using randomization, a new knowledge state is chosen. Given S = (ω, π)
and r there are subsequent knowledge states Si = (ωi, πi) and subsequent nonactive weights λi for i = 1, . . . ,m,∑m
i=1 λi = 1. Then for each i, A chooses S ′ to be Si with probability λi. Again, for M24, Fig. 3 shows all eight possible
subsequents.
Wewill now discuss howwe can see if a knowledge state algorithm is competitive. Given the subsequents, a real number
adjustA(S, r) is computed such that
(ω∧r)(u) ≥ adjustA(S, r)+
m−
i=1
λiωi(u) for each x ∈ X, (1)
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Fig. 5. The distributional transportation problem.
where we define update function ω∧r as
(ω∧r)(w) = min {ω(u)+ d(u, w) | u ∋ r}. (2)
Eq. (2) describes the (estimated) optimal cost after serving r , whereas inequality (1) generalizes forgiveness. (See [9] for
more background.)
We will use a standard potential argument to prove competitiveness, and thus we will need to associate a potential Φ
with each knowledge state. We now define the update condition for a given step. To this end, fix competitive ratio C > 1. Let
S be the current knowledge state, let {Si | i = 1, . . . ,m} be the subsequents for the current step, and λi be the probability
that Si will be chosen in this current step. Let costA to be the expected cost of the algorithmA. Then the update condition is
that




We will make use of the following lemma from [6]:
Lemma 1. If the update condition holds at every step of a knowledge state algorithm then the algorithm is C-competitive.
Fig. 4 shows the step where the knowledge state S is Dxyz and x¯ is requested. For S we have an estimator with support
{{z, x}, {z, y}, {z, z¯}} and distribution 14 on {z, x}, 14 on {z, y} and 12 on {z, z¯}. In this situation the knowledge state algorithm
chooses knowledge states Gzx¯, Dyzx¯, and Dyz¯x¯ with equal probability of 13 . (See the single numbers on the edges under the
Las Vegas sign in Fig. 4.) Next, we will argue that the update condition, i.e. inequality (3), does indeed hold for this step. To
argue this we first focus on the intermediate state W depicted to the right of Dxyz. First note by using elementary arithmetic
that the weighted average of the three subsequent states Gzx¯, Dyzx¯, and Dyz¯x¯ gives exactly the intermediate stateW , both its
distribution as well as its estimator function.
Turning now to ω∧x¯ it is easily calculated that the resulting estimator support set consists of {{x¯, x}, {x¯, z¯}, {x¯, z}, {x¯, y}}
with value 1 on all the elements in the support set. Note now that if ω∧x¯ is lowered by 23 , this function is equal to the
estimator of W . In other words, if adjustA(S, x¯) = 23 , then (ω∧x¯) − adjustA(S, x¯) is the estimator of W . (The value
adjustA(S, x¯) appears as the second value under the arrow from Dxyz toW in Fig. 4.)
We now analyze the cost of the algorithm for the step. It is the cost of the move from the distribution of Dxyz to
the distribution of W . We remind the reader that this can be done solving a transportation problem. An instance of the
transportation problem is a weighted directed bipartite graph with distributions on both parts. More formally, an instance is
an ordered quintuple (U, V , cost, α, β)where U and V are finite non-empty sets, α is a distribution on U , β is a distribution
on V , and cost is a real-valued function on U × V . A solution to this instance is a distribution γ on U × V such that
1.
∑
v∈V γ (u, v) = α(u) for all u ∈ U .
2.
∑
u∈U γ (u, v) = β(v) for all v ∈ V .
Then cost(γ ) = ∑u∈U ∑v∈V γ (u, v)cost(u, v), and γ is a minimal solution if cost(γ ) is minimized over all solutions, in
which case we call cost(γ ) the minimum transportation cost. The left part of Fig. 5 shows the instance of the transportation
problem which results from the situation in Fig. 4. A solution of the problem is given by the following: Move 14 from {z, x}
to {x¯, x}, move 16 from {z, y} to {x¯, y}, move 14 from {z, z¯} to {x¯, z¯}, move 14 from {z, z¯} to {x¯, z}, each at cost 1; and 112 from
{z, y} to {x¯, x} at cost 2. Thus the total cost of the algorithm in this step is 1312 . (This number also appears as the first value
under the arrow from Dxyz toW in Fig. 4.)
Finally we fix competitiveness C = 1912 . We are now ready to check the update condition (3) for this step. We have
Φ(S) = 76 ; costA = 1312 , C · adjust = 1912 · 23 and
∑
i λi Φ(Si) = 109 . ThusΦ(S)− costA + C · adjust −
∑
i λi Φ(Si) ≥ 0.
A complete listing of moves of the algorithm is given in columns one to three of Table 1.
We have:
Theorem 1. The knowledge state algorithm of Table 1 is C-competitive with C = 1912 .
Proof. Update condition (3) is verified for every step in Table 1. 
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Table 1
The knowledge state algorithm forM24 .
KS Request Resulting KS Φ0 Φ1 Offset costA Slack
Axz x¯ Cx 0 512 1 1
1
6
Axz r Bxzr 0 712 1 1 0










Bxyz x¯ Dyzx¯ 712
7
6 1 1 0
Bxyz r 13 Bxyr + 13 Bxzr + 13 Byzr 712 712 23 1 118
Cz r Gzr 512 1 1 1 0












Dxyz x¯ 13Dyzx¯+ 13Dyz¯x¯+ 13Gzx¯ 76 109 23 1312 136
Dxyz r 12 Bxzr + 12 Byz¯r 76 712 12 1 38





Exz x¯ Ax¯z 512 0 0
5
12 0
Exz z¯ Ax¯z 512 0 0
5
12 0






















Fxz r 12Axr + 12Gzr 2924 12 12 3124 1724
Gxz x Axz 1 0 0 1 0
Gxz z¯ Cz 1 512 1 1
7
6
Gxz r Axr 1 0 32 1
13
12
Hxz r 12 Bxzr + 12 Bx¯z¯r 74 712 12 1 2324












3. The wireframe algorithm
The knowledge state algorithm described in the previous section was analyzed in the mixed model of computation. We
recall that this implies that there is a competitive behavioral online algorithm. The following lemma is well known. (It is,
for example, implicit in Chapter 6 of [7].)
Lemma 2. The mixed model and the behavioral model of randomized online algorithms are equivalent, in the following sense. If
A1 is an algorithm of one of the models, there exists an algorithmA2 of the other model, such that, given any request sequence ϱ,
the cost ofA2 for ϱ is no greater than the cost ofA1.
We will now translate our algorithm into behavioral form, a form in which it is easy to implement the algorithm into
an actual working computer program. The resulting behavioral algorithm is called the wireframe algorithm. At each step,
in addition to the position of the two servers, the algorithm also keeps track of certain points in an octahedron. This can
be best illustrated by a wireframe of an octahedron; see Fig. 6. In the situation depicted in Fig. 6 (see top octahedron) the
server positions are at points y and z and the algorithm keeps track of constellation dxyz . (See the dashed lines.) Note that
constellation dxyz can be best thought of as the wireframe shown in Fig. 6 (top part). Next, the figure (lower part) shows the
behavior of the algorithm if x¯ is requested. With probability 16 the algorithm moves the server at point y to point x¯ and and
the server at point z to x and goes into state (i.e. wireframe) dyzx¯. With remaining probability 16 the algorithm does exactly
the same server movements (y to x¯ and z to x) and goes into state (i.e.wireframe) dyz¯x¯. Furthermore, with equal probabilities
1
3 the wireframe algorithm moves the server at point z to point x¯ and goes into state (i.e.wireframe) dyzx¯ or dyz¯x¯.
Note the following:
• The algorithm has no concept of knowledge states, it merely remembers where the servers are and keeps track of only
very limited extra information. Upon a request, depending on this extra information, the algorithm then decides how to
move the servers and how to update its information.
• A server algorithm is called lazy if, in a step, it only moves one server to serve a request and it does not move any other
server. Note that the algorithm is non-lazy.
• In the situation described in Fig. 6 the request to x¯ is served by moving the server at point z to point x¯ with probability
2
3 = 13 + 13 , but the constellation memorized by the algorithm after the move is either dyzx¯ or dyz¯x¯. With probability
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Fig. 6. One move of the wireframe algorithm.
1
3 = 16 + 16 , the algorithmmoves the server at point y to point x¯ and and the server at point z to x. (Again, with the caveat
that two different constellations are possible after the move.)
For the behavioral move just described we will use the notation:
dxyz, yz x¯ 16 {dyzx¯, xx¯} + 13 {dyzx¯, yx¯} + 16 {dyz¯x¯, xx¯} + 13 {dyz¯x¯, yx¯}
Using this notation, the wireframe algorithm is completely described in Table 2.
The derivation of the behavioral algorithm from the mixed algorithm is routine (it is described in general in [6]); we will
briefly discuss how the step of Fig. 6 results from translating the transition of Fig. 4. The translation uses the solution to
transportation problem of Fig. 5. Note that there is probability mass of 14 at {(z, y)}. Mass 112 is moved to {(x¯, x)} and mass
1
6 is moved to {(x¯, y)}. Thus, given that the constellation is {(z, y)} the conditional probabilities for {(x¯, x)} and {(x¯, y)} are 13
and 23 respectively. Following Fig. 5 to the right, we see that the mass
1
3 at {(x¯, x)} is equally divided between constellations
dyzx¯ and dyz¯x¯. The same is true for the mass at {(x¯, y)}. We conclude that the algorithm chooses with probability 16 servers
at {(xx¯)} with dyzx¯, with probability 13 servers at {(yx¯)} with dyzx¯, with probability 16 servers at {(xx¯)} with dyz¯x¯, and with
probability 13 servers with {(yx¯)}with dyz¯x¯.
In summary we have
Theorem 2. The wireframe algorithm of Table 2 is C-competitive with C = 1912 .
4. The lower bound
Indeed, the competitiveness of the wireframe algorithm is best possible:
Theorem 3. LetA be any randomized online algorithm for the 2-server problem forM24. Let C be the competitiveness ofA. Then
C ≥ 1912 .
Proof. LetM be the cross-polyhedron {x, x¯, y, y¯, z, z¯}; the vertices of the classic octahedron. As is customary in online com-
petitive analysis [7] we use the notion of an adversary. More specifically, we show that the adversary can force a cycle, during
whichA pays a positive amount and the adversary pays atmost 1219 of that amount. Since the cycle can be repeated arbitrarily
often, C ≥ 1912 . We refer to Fig. 7. To be precise there is not a cycle but a path which ends in a symmetric configuration. But
by an abuse of terminology we refer to this path as a cycle. As is customary for the server problem we may assume without
loss of generality thatA is lazy since a non-lazy algorithm is equivalent to a lazy algorithm with cost no lower.
We are now ready to describe the cycle. The cycle begins when A’s servers and the adversary servers are at the same
configuration: without loss of generality, that configuration is {xy}. We call this situation START.
1. Request z.
2.Amust move one server to z and pay 1.A’s new distribution must be a{xz} + (1− a){yz} for some a ∈ [0, 1].
3. Request x¯ if 1− a ≤ a and y¯ otherwise. Without loss of generality, a ≥ 12 and the request is x¯.
4.A must move a server to x¯ and pay 1. Since A is lazy it does not move a server from x. Instead A moves a server from
either y or z. Its new distribution must be a{xx¯} + b{zx¯} + (1− a− b){yx¯} for some b.
5. Request y if (1− a− b) ≤ b, and z otherwise. Without loss of generality, the request is y, and 1− a− b ≤ 14 .
6.Amust move a server to y if there is no server, and thus pays a+ b ≥ 34 . Its new distribution is now c{xy}+ d{x¯y}+ (1−
c − d){zy} for some c, d. We call this situation MIDDLE.
7. If 1+ c− d ≥ 512 , requests x¯ and y alternate untilA is forced to the distribution {x¯y}.Amust pay at least 1+ c− d ≥ 512 .
The situation is once again START.A has paid at least 1+1+ 34 + 512 = 196 . The optimal service of this cycle is tomove the




/2 = 1912 .
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Table 2
The moves of the wireframe algorithm.
axz , xz x¯ 1{cx, xx¯}
axz , xz r 12 {bxzr , xr} + 12 {bxzr , zr}
bxyz , xz x 1{axz , xz}
bxyz , yz x 1{axz , xz}
bxyz , xz x¯ 1{dyzx¯, xx¯}
bxyz , yz x¯ 12 {dyzx¯, yx¯} + 12 {dyzx¯, zx¯}
bxyz , xz z¯ 1{bxyz¯ , xx¯}
bxyz , yz z¯ 1{bxyz¯ , yx¯}
bxyz , xz r 13 {bxyr , xr} + 13 {bxzr , xr} + 16 {bxzr , zr} + 16 {byzr , zr}
bxyz , yz r 13 {bxyr , yr} + 16 {bxzr , zr} + 13 {byzr , yr} + 16 {byzr , zr}
cxz , zz¯ r 12 {gzr , zr} + 12 {gzr , z¯r}
dxyz , xz x 1{ez¯x, yz}
dxyz , yz x 1{ez¯x, yz}
dxyz , z¯z x 712 {ez¯x, yz} + 512 {ez¯x, yz¯}
dxyz , xz z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
dxyz , yz z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
dxyz , z¯z z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
dxyz , xz r 1{bxzr , xr}
dxyz , yz r 12 {bxzr , zr} + 12 {byz¯r , z¯r}
dxyz , z¯z r 1{byz¯r , yr}
dxyz , xz x¯ 12 {dyzx¯, xx¯} + 12 {dyz¯x¯, xx¯}
dxyz , yz x¯ 16 {dyzx¯, xx¯} + 13 {dyzx¯, yx¯} + 16 {dyz¯x¯, xx¯} + 13 {dyz¯x¯, yx¯}
dxyz , z¯z x¯ 13 {gzx¯, zx¯} + 13 {gzx¯, z¯x¯} + 16 {dyzx¯, zx¯} + 16 {dyz¯x¯, z¯x¯}
exz , xz x 1{fzx, zx}
exz , x¯z x 1{fzx, x¯x}
exz , xz z¯ 1{ax¯z , x¯z}
exz , x¯z z¯ 1{ax¯z , x¯z}
exz , xz r 1{bx¯zr , zr}
exz , x¯z r 1219 {bx¯zr , x¯r} + 719 {bx¯zr , zr}
exz , xz x¯ 1{ax¯z , x¯z}
exz , x¯z x¯ 1{ax¯z , x¯z}
fxz , xz x 1{ezx, zx}
fxz , z¯z x 1419 {ezx, zx} + 519 {ezx, z¯x}
fxz , xz z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
fxz , z¯z z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
fxz , xz x¯ 1{hzx¯, xx¯}
fxz , z¯z x¯ 119 {hzx¯, xx¯} + 919 {hzx¯, zx¯} + 919 {hzx¯, z¯x¯}
fxz , xz r 1{axr , xr}
fxz , z¯z r 719 {axr , xr} + 619 {gzr , zr} + 619 {gzr , z¯r}
gxz , xz x 1{axz , zx}
gxz , x¯z x 1{axz , zx}
gxz , xz z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
gxz , x¯z z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
gxz , xz r 1{axr , xr}
gxz , x¯z r 1{axr , xr}
hxz , xz r 23 {bxzr , xr} + 13 {bxzr , zr}
hxz , x¯z r 13 {bxzr , zr} + 23 {bx¯z¯r , x¯r}
hxz , z¯z r 1{bx¯z¯r , z¯r}
hxz , xz x 1{ez¯x, xz}
hxz , x¯z x 1{ez¯x, xz}
hxz , z¯z x 16 {ez¯x, xz} + 56 {ez¯x, xz¯}
hxz , xz z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
hxz , x¯z z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
hxz , z¯z z¯ 1{cz , zz¯}
8. Alternatively, if 1+ c − d < 512 , request x and then y.Amust pay 1− c to serve the request to x¯.Amust move mass d
from {x¯y} to {x¯x} as each of the distances to {yx} or {zx} is 2. Thus A pays at least d to serve the request to y. A pays at
least 1− c + d ≥ 1912 . We have returned to the situation MIDDLE.
In summary, if the cycle reaches the situation MIDDLE n times, A pays at least (n + 1) · 1912 , while the optimal cost of
serving the cycle is (n+ 1). For example, if MIDDLE is reached twice, the optimal service is to move the server from x to z,
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Fig. 7. The lower bound graph.
Fig. 8. Finding a critical subgraph.
then from x¯ to y, then from z to x, for a total cost of 3. The algorithm pays at least 1+ 1+ 34 + 1− c + d+ 512 ≥ 194 , and the
cycle returns to START with the servers at {xy}. The competitive ratio of the cycle is thus at least 1912 .
If the cycle never returns to START, we let it run n times for some large n, giving us a competitive ratio which, in the limit,
is at least 1912 . 
5. Concluding remarks
The knowledge states from Fig. 3were found by trial and error using computer experimentation. Ourmethodwas to base
our calculations on a set of unproved assumptions, and then try to verify that we had obtained the best algorithm. We will
describe that process here.
Our goal was to find a critical subgraph of the entire game graph of knowledge states, namely aminimal set of knowledge
states and moves such that the requests of an optimal adversary, followed by moves of an optimal algorithm, would never
leave that subgraph.We started by assuming that the optimal subgraph contains the knowledge state labeled START in Fig. 8,
the knowledge state supported by the single configuration {x, y}, where x and y are two points which are 1 apart. (This is
the knowledge state that we later labeled Axy.)
Starting from the configuration START, we assumed that the optimal adversary would make a request to a point z which
is 1 apart from both x and y, and we assumed that the optimal algorithm would serve that request by moving a server from
either x or ywith equal probability, resulting in the knowledge state shown in the upper left corner of Fig. 8, which we later
named Bzxy. Then we assumed that the adversary’s second request is to x¯, and that the algorithm services that request by
moving a server from either y or z, with probability 14 and
3
4 , respectively. The algorithm cost and the adversary cost are both
1, resulting in the knowledge state whose support is {{x¯, x}, {x¯, y}, {x¯, z}}, which we later named Dyzx¯. We now assumed
that the adversary’s third request is to y, and that we service that request by moving the server from either x, x¯, or z. We
assumed that if there is a server at z, it definitely moves; the support of the resulting knowledge state is thus {{x, y}, {x¯, y}},
and the probability that we have a server at x¯ is an unknown number p. This knowledge state was later named Bx¯z.
Since we assumed both cycles are critical, the adversary can request x¯, returning to a START configuration, or x, initiating
a cycle of length four, which is actually, up to equivalence, a cycle of length two. We computed the optimal cost and the
expected algorithmcost for each of the two cycles, and then balanced the competitivenesses. The upper left cycle has optimal
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cost 2, and expected algorithm cost 114 + 2p. The lower right cycle has optimal cost 2 and expected algorithm cost 4 − 4p.
Equalizing the expected algorithm costs, we computed p = 524 . Dividing the expected algorithm cost by the optimal cost,
we obtained the competitiveness C = 1912 for each cycle. At this point, we had a hypothesized competitiveness. We then
considered all possible adversary requests which depart from the critical subgraph, and computed a response for each.
These other requests are less than optimal for the adversary. We needed to create a few more knowledge states, and we
used linear programming to fill in the results of Table 1 verifying that the competitiveness 1912 is obtained.
We mention that there exists a slightly simpler knowledge state algorithm for M24, which is of order 2, with
competitiveness 74 . We note that for that case we also have calculated, through computer experimentation, the minimum
value of C in the sense that no lower competitiveness for any order 2 knowledge state algorithm forM24 exists. This value




The results of this paper, as well as our results for the server problem in uniform spaces (equivalent to the caching
problem), indicate a natural trade-off between competitiveness and memory of online randomized algorithms.
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